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On Clustering and Retrieval of Video Shots Through
Temporal Slices Analysis
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Abstract—Based on the analysis of temporal slices, we propose
novel approaches for clustering and retrieval of video shots. Tem-
poral slices are a set of two–dimensional (2-D) images extracted
along the time dimension of an image volume. They encode rich
set of visual patterns for similarity measure. In this paper, we first
demonstrate that tensor histogram features extracted from tem-
poral slices are suitable for motion retrieval. Subsequently, we inte-
grate both tensor and color histograms for constructing a two-level
hierarchical clustering structure. Each cluster in the top level con-
tains shots with similar color while each cluster in bottom level con-
sists of shots with similar motion. The constructed structure is then
used for the cluster-based retrieval. The proposed approaches are
found to be useful particularly for sports games, where motion and
color are important visual cues when searching and browsing the
desired video shots.

Index Terms—Hierarchical clustering, motion retrieval, tem-
poral slices, tensor histogram.

I. INTRODUCTION

CLUSTERING is a natural solution to abbreviate and orga-
nize the content of a video. A preview of the video content

can simply be generated by showing a subset of clusters or the
representative frames of each cluster. Similarly, retrieval can be
performed in an efficient way since similar shots are indexed
under the same cluster. Regardless of these advantages, general
solutions for clustering video data is a hard problem. For certain
applications, motion features dominate the clustering results; for
others, visual cues such as color and texture are more impor-
tant. Moreover, for certain types of applications, decoupling of
camera and object motions ought to be done prior to clustering.

Video retrieval techniques, to date, are mostly extended di-
rectly or indirectly from image retrieval techniques. Examples
include first selecting keyframes from shots and then extracting
image features such as color and texture features from those
keyframes for indexing and retrieval. The success from such ex-
tension, however, is doubtful since the spatio–temporal relation-
ship among video frames is not fully exploited. Due to this con-
sideration, recently more works have been dedicated to address
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this problem [3], [5], [6], [22], more specifically, to exploit and
utilize the motion information along the temporal dimension for
retrieval.

In this paper, we focus issues on clustering and retrieving the
content of video shots. The major contributions are as follows.

• Motion Retrieval. We utilize various texture features such
as tensor histogram [19], Gabor features [15] and the sta-
tistical features of co-occurrence matrix [9] extracted di-
rectly from temporal slices for motion retrieval. We com-
pare the performance of these features with the histogram
of MPEG motion vectors. Experimental results show that
tensor histogram offers good compromise in term of re-
trieval accuracy and indexing speed.

• Hierarchical Clustering. By incorporating motion and
color features, we propose a two-level hierarchical clus-
tering structure to organize and index the content of video
shots.

• Cluster-Based vs. Cluster-Free Retrieval. We investigate
the effectiveness and efficiency of retrieving with (cluster-
based) and without (cluster-free) clustering structure.

Our approach is based on the analysis and processing of
patterns in temporal slice images. Temporal slices is a set
of two–dimensional (2-D) images extracted along the time
dimension of an image volume. They encode rich set of motion
cues as oriented textures for shot similarity measure. Previous
works on the analysis of temporal slices include visual motion
model [1], [10], [23], [26], epipolar plane image analysis [2],
surveillance monitoring [13], periodicity analysis [14], video
partitioning [18], motion characterization and segmentation
[19]. We contribute to this area of studies the utilization of
texture features extracted directly from temporal slices for
video clustering and motion retrieval.

We focus our attention for sport video domain, however, no
specific domain knowledge is being utilized. We demonstrate
that these videos are well represented as a two-level hierarchy.
The top level is clustered by color features while the bottom
level is clustered by motion features. The top level contains var-
ious clusters including wide-angle, medium-angle and close-up
shots of players from different teams.1 Each cluster can refer to
a sport event. For instance, the wide-angle shots of a basketball
video usually correspond to full court advances, while the wide-
angle shots of a soccer video normally correspond to bird view
scenes. The shots inside each cluster can be further partitioned
according to their motion intensity. In this way, for example, the
subcluster of a close-up shot can correspond either to “players
running across the soccer field,” or “players standing on the

1The classification of wide-angle, medium-angle and close-up shots are
roughly based on the distance between the camera lens and the targeted scene.
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Fig. 1. Patterns in a spatio–temporal slice.

field.” Such organization facilitates not only video browsing and
retrieval, but also some high-level video processing tasks. For
instance, to perform player recognition, only those shots in the
cluster that correspond to close-up shots of players are picked
up for processing. To perform motion-based background recon-
struction, the subcluster corresponds to “players running across
the soccer field” is further selected for processing.

For motion retrieval, unlike [5], [6], neither object tracking
nor motion decomposition is performed for explicitly isolating
dominant camera motion from object motion prior to feature ex-
traction. This is because camera motion in part plays an impor-
tant role in conveying the content of sport videos. In contrast to
other video sources where the motion of camera is unrestricted,
sport videos are usually captured by several fixed cameras that
are mounted in the stand. These camera motion are mostly reg-
ular and driven by the pace of sport games or the events that are
taken place on spot. Most importantly, when coupling with the
object motion of a particular event in sport videos, a unique tex-
ture pattern can always be observed in temporal slices.

The remaining of paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes various texture patterns formed in temporal slices
due to different activities in sports. Section III proposes various
methods to extract texture features from temporal slices for
motion retrieval. Section IV starts by proposing a two-level
hierarchical clustering structure. Issues on cluster-based vs.
cluster-free retrieval are then investigated. Section V concludes
our proposed works.

II. SPATIO–TEMPORAL PATTERN ANALYSIS

Temporal slices are a set of 2-D images in an image volume
with one dimension in, and the other in or , for instance.
Fig. 1 shows a temporal slice extracted from a video composed
of six shots; the horizontal axis is, while the vertical axis is

. A temporal slice, by first impression, is composed of color
and texture components. On one hand, the discontinuity of color
and texture infers the occurrence of a new event; on the other
hand, the orientation of texture depicts camera and object mo-
tions. The patterns in temporal slices, perceptibly, can be ex-
ploited for video partitioning [18], motion characterization and
segmentation [19]. As seen in Fig. 1, motion can be inferred di-
rectly from the texture pattern. For instance, the horizontal lines
denote static motion; the slanted lines depict panning; the lines
expanded in V-shape pattern depict camera zooming; two dis-
similar texture patterns in a shot indicate multiple motions.

Fig. 2. Patterns in both horizontal and vertical slices.

A. Patterns in Temporal Slices

Fig. 2 further shows the patterns of various activities in the
horizontal ( dimensions) and vertical ( dimensions)
slices. It is worthwhile to observe the following details.

• For diving, since the motion proceeds in vertical direc-
tion, the vertical slices depict camera tilting while the hor-
izontal slices explore panoramic information. A full court
advance in basket videos, on the other hand, has the hor-
izontal slices depict camera panning while the vertical
slices explore panoramic information.

• The periodic motion in the boat-race shot is indicated in
the horizontal slices.

• The camera motion which tracks a flying hammer in a
parabolic-like direction is depicted in the slanted lines of
vertical slices.
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• The close-view and bird-view of a scene will also give
two different perception patterns on temporal slices. The
delineation of scene is vividly observed in the former case,
however, is smeared in the later case.

• The incoherent motion of camera and objects is also de-
picted in temporal slices. For the penalty shot in basket
videos, the trajectory of ball is weakly seen in the vertical
slices when the camera tilts. For the close-up tracking shot,
the nonrigid motion of a player is seen in both horizontal
and vertical slices when the camera pans.

• For the audience scene, the temporal slices show
stationary motion pattern with random noise due to
audiences’ movement.

As seen in the examples, the diversities of texture patterns are
encoded in both horizontal and vertical slices by different sport
activities. Intuitively, motion retrieval can be done by extracting
texture patterns directly from slices. In principle, all temporal
slices, both horizontal and vertical, should be processed for mo-
tion pattern analysis. Nevertheless, computational time can be
saved (while better analytical results can be acquired) if a subset
of slices are randomly (or intelligently) selected for processing.
In this paper, unless being stated, all slices are used for feature
extraction.

III. M OTION RETRIEVAL

Motion features that have been used for retrieval include
the motion trajectories of objects [5], principle components of
MPEG motion vectors [22], and temporal texture [6]. In this
section, we propose new ways of computing and extracting
temporal texture. Temporal texture was primarily proposed
by Polana and Nelson to describe the dynamic of temporal
events [17]. As image texture, temporal texture can be modeled
as co-occurrence matrix [3], [17], autoregressive model [24],
wold decomposition [14] and Gibbs random field [6]. Except
Fablet and Bouthemy, who described the use of temporal
texture for video retrieval [6], this feature is mostly utilized
for recognizing complex dynamic motion such as rivers and
crowds [3], [17], [24], and detecting periodic motion such as
walking and swimming [14].

For most approaches [6], [17], the input to temporal texture is
optical flow or normal flow field. In other words, motion infor-
mation need to be explicitly computed before the generation of
temporal texture. Consequently, the effectiveness of the com-
puted temporal feature is dependent on the reliability of input
motion information. Unfortunately, motion information such as
optical flow is not only computationally expensive but also noise
sensitive. Our proposed methods, with contrary to these ap-
proaches, computes temporal texture by taking the gray-level in-
formation of temporal slices as input. In this section, we present
our proposed methods to extract and represent the texture pat-
terns in slices as tensor histogram [19], Gabor feature [15], and
co-occurrence matrix [9] for motion retrieval.

A. Feature Extraction

For computational and storage efficiency, all the features are
extracted from the temporal slices that are obtained directly
from the compressed video domain. Slices can be obtained from

the DC image volume which is easily constructed by extracting
the DC components2 of MPEG video.

1) Tensor Histogram:Tensor histogram encodes the distri-
bution of local orientation in temporal slices. It is computed
based on the structure tensor introduced in [7], [13] to estimate
the orientations of slices. This feature has been used by Ngoet
al. for motion characterization and segmentation [19].

The structural tensor of slice can be expressed as

(1)

where and are partial derivatives along the spatial and
temporal dimensions respectively. The window of supportis
set to 3 3 throughout the experiments. The rotation angleof

indicates the direction of a gray level change in. Rotating
the principle axes of by , we have

(2)

where

From (2), since we have three equations with three unknowns,
can be solved and expressed as

(3)

The local orientation of a in slices is computed as

otherwise
(4)

It is useful to add in a certainty measure to describe how well
approximates the local orientation of. The certainty is

estimated as

(5)

and . For an ideal local orientation, when either
or . For an isotropic structure, i.e., ,

.
The distribution of local orientations across time inherently

reflects the motion trajectories in an image volume. A 2-D
tensor histogram with the dimensions as a one–di-
mensional (1-D) orientation histogram and time respectively,
can be constructed to model the distribution. Mathematically,
the histogram can be expressed as

(6)

2The algorithm introduced by Yeo and Liu [27] is applied to estimate DC
components from P-frames and B-frames.
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where which means that
each pixel in slices votes for the bin with the certainty
value .

For motion retrieval, a 1-D tensor histogram is com-
puted directly by

(7)

where is a quantization function, and
represents a quantized level. The histogram is uniformly quan-
tized into 8 bins with each bin has a range . The computed
motion features describe the motion intensity and direction of
shots. In our experiment, the tensor histograms of both hori-
zontal and vertical slices are used for feature computation. As a
result, the total feature vector length is 16.

2) Gabor Feature: Gabor feature is frequently used for
browsing and retrieval of texture images, and have been shown
to give good results [15]. A Gabor filter can be written
as

(8)

where and are smoothing parameters, ,
and is the center of the desired frequency. A

self-similar filter can be obtained by the appropriate
rotation and scaling of [4], [15].

The Gabor filtered image of a slice is

(9)

where is a convolution operator. A feature vector is con-
structed by using the mean and the standard deviation
of all as components. In the experiment, and .
The resulting feature vector has length in
the following form

3) Co-Occurrence Matrix:Gray level co-occurrence matrix
is frequently utilized to describe image texture [9]. The second
order statistical features can be computed directly from a ma-
trix to characterize the spatial relationships of gray level prop-
erties. The co-occurrence matrix of a slice can be represented
by ; . It specifies the frequencies of two neighboring
pixels separated by distanceat orientation in the temporal
slices, one with gray leveland the other with gray level.

In our experiment, and
. The co-occurrence matrices of horizontal

and vertical slices are computed, summed and normalized
separately, hence, there are thirty matrices used to model
the spatial relationships of slices. The smoothness features

and contrast features are then computed
directly from these matrices by

(10)

(11)

The resulting feature vector has length .

B. Distance Measure

The and norms are two of the most frequently used
distance metrics for comparing two feature vectors. In practice,
however, norm performs better than norm since it is more
robust to outliers [20]. Furthermore, norm is more computa-
tionally efficient and robust. The distance between two nonzero
length feature vectors and is computed as

(12)

where

(13)

is a normalizing function. In (12), for norm and
for norm. For tensor histogram, we use norm as distance
measure. For Gabor feature and co-occurrence matrix, because
the range of different feature components can significantly vary,
we use the following distance measure

(14)

where is the standard deviation of theth feature compo-
nent over the entire database.

C. Experiments

We conduct experiments on basketball, soccer, and TV
sport video databases. The basketball video consists of 76
shots (approximately 18 000 frames); the soccer video consists
of 404 shots (approximately 100 000 frames); and the TV
sport video consists of 180 shots (about 37 000 frames). We
adopt RP (recall-precision) and ANMRR (average normalized
modified retrieval rank) to evaluate the retrieval accuracy.
Both performance measures are popularly used in the current
literature [16]. The values of RP and ANMRR range between
[0, 1]. A high value of RP denotes the superior ability in
presenting relevant shots in the top retrievals, while a low value
of ANMRR indicates the high retrieval rate with relevant shots
ranked at the top (see Appendixes A and B for details).

Besides comparing the performance among the features ex-
tracted from temporal slices, we also contrast their retrieval ac-
curacy with MPEG motion vectors which are computed through
the block-based motion estimation algorithm. Only motion vec-
tors from P-frames are used and they are represented by a his-
togram that is composed of eight bins. Each bin corresponds to
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TABLE I
RETRIEVAL ON BASKETBALL DATABASE

one of the eight neighborhood directions in the discrete space.
To take motion intensity into account, each bin contains the total
length, instead of frequency, of the motion vectors having same
direction. Similar to tensor histogram, norm is employed for
distance measure.

1) Retrieval Accuracy:For each database, we manually an-
notate and categorize the video content for performance evalu-
ation. A number of queries which are checked to have unique
answers are selected from these categories for testing. These
queries are executed on the database and not on the categorized
data. The retrieval results will be compared against the manu-
ally categorized data and evaluated by RP and ANMRR.

In the basketball database, the shots are categorized into full-
court-advance (FCA), close-up shots of player, penalty shots,
shooting shots, and audience scene. Such categorization is based
not only on the semantic events of basketball videos, but also
mainly based on the motion content of shots. For instance, a
FCA shot is usually associated with a camera that is panned to-
ward the direction when the ball is being advanced from one
end of the court to the other; a penalty shot is accompanied
with a camera that tilt up when the ball is shot; a shooting shot
is normally associated with a zoom to emphasize the moment
of shooting; while a audience scene which is captured by a
static camera exhibits random motion patterns due to audiences’
cheering. In addition, the close-up of players are further classi-
fied into players moving to the left, players moving to the right,
and players with no motion.

In this database, twenty queries that are manually checked
to have good answers are picked for testing. The retrieval per-
formance is given in Table I. The stars marked in the table en-
tries indicate the best experimental results among all the tested
approaches. In this experiment, tensor histogram outperforms
other approaches in term of mean precision and ANMRR. The
mean precision is the average of precision values at different re-
call levels.

The categorization of the soccer database is similar to the bas-
ketball database. The shots in the database are classified into
bird views, medium shots, close-up shots of players, shooting
scenes and audience scenes. A total of fifty three queries from
these categories are selected for testing. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Table II. Similarly, tensor histogram outper-
forms other approaches in term of mean precision and ANMRR.

The sport database contains a diversity of sport games in-
cluding diving, golf and race. We categorize the shots according
to the type of sport games. Some games are further categorized
into bird view or close-up shots. The close-up shots are also cat-
egorized into tracking or stationary shots. A total of 124 shots

TABLE II
RETRIEVAL ON SOCCERDATABASE

TABLE III
RETRIEVAL ON SPORTDATABASE

from these categories are selected for testing. The experimental
results, as shown in Table III, indicate that tensor histogram on
average gives the best performance. To better illustrate the su-
periority of features extracted from temporal slices, Table IV
further compares its performance with MPEG motion vector on
various sport events. Among the twelve sport activities, tem-
poral texture feature gives the best performance for nine events.
In Fig. 3(a) and (b), two examples of motion retrieval are shown
together with the results given by tensor histogram and MPEG
motion vectors. These examples demonstrate the superior capa-
bility of tensor histogram in ranking and retrieving the shots that
are similar to the queries. Histogram of MPEG motion vectors,
in contrast, retrieves shots that are perceptually very different
from the queries.

2) Speed Efficiency:Table V compares the performance ef-
ficiency in term of the feature vector length and the feature ex-
traction time (second per image frame). Because all horizontal
and vertical slices are used for feature extraction, the features ex-
tracted from temporal slices are not as efficient as motion vector
histogram. Among these features, tensor histogram is compu-
tationally superior to other two approaches. It is about eleven
times faster than Gabor feature and about two times faster than
co-occurrence matrix.

3) Number of Slices Used:In most cases, temporal slices in
an image volume are highly correlated. For computational effi-
ciency, probably only a few selected slices instead of a whole
image volume are sufficient for motion feature extraction. We
conduct an experiment by uniformly sampling the temporal
slices and picking only a subset of slices for processing. At
the extreme level, only two slices (i.e., a vertical slice and a
horizontal slice located at the center of an image volume) are
selected.

Table VI shows the experimental results of the tensor his-
togram approach. Each time when the number of slices are re-
duced by half, the speed of feature extraction is improved by
approximately 1.2 to 1.7 times without significantly degrading
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TABLE IV
EVENT RETRIEVAL ON SPORTDATABASE

Fig. 3. Motion retrieval examples (show the three most similar shots, stars mark the correct answers).

the retrieval performance. Appropriate reduction of slices will
generally improve the retrieval accuracy. This may due to the
elimination of some slices that contain homogeneous regions
or image noise during feature extraction. It should be noted

that, for all the tested database, when only two slices are used,
the processing speed of the tensor histogram is comparable to
MPEG motion vector histogram while the retrieval accuracy is
still superior to all other approaches.
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TABLE V
SPEEDEFFICIENCY OFVARIOUS APPROACHES

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OFTENSORHISTOGRAM

D. Discussion

Three new temporal texture features based on the analysis of
temporal slices have been presented and applied to motion re-
trieval in sport video databases. Among the proposed features,
tensor histogram is empirically found to be superior to other
features in term of retrieval accuracy and speed efficiency. Fur-
thermore, the computational time of tensor histogram can be
as fast as the histogram of MPEG motion vectors by reducing
the number of slices being processed without significantly de-
grading the retrieval performance.

The main advantage of tensor histogram is that it can accu-
rately encode the visual patterns inherent in temporal slices. In
contrast to MPEG motion vector histogram which does not take
into account the texture information of image region, tensor his-
togram takes the certainty measure [(5)] into consideration. As
a result, less weights are contributed by nontexture regions (the
weight of homogenous region is zero) compared to texture re-
gion, as indicated in (6). When parts of video shots are occupied
by nontexture regions (this situation happens frequently in video
clips with diving, golf-shooting and bird view scenes), tensor
histogram performs better than MPEG motion vectors.

Nevertheless, currently only the visual patterns of 2-D hori-
zontal and vertical slices are considered, tensor histogram suf-
fers from the imprecise description of the rotational and di-
agonal motions. Typical examples include the close-up relay
shots where racers approach from top left-hand screen to bottom
right-hand screen, the hammer-throwing shots where the rota-
tional motion crosses diagonally through most of the temporal
slices. Such problems, however, can be handled by modeling the
relationship among temporal slices, or simply by encoding the
texture patterns of diagonal slices.

IV. CLUSTERING AND RETRIEVAL

In this section, we further utilize the results of motion re-
trieval shown in Section III for clustering and retrieval. A hier-
archical structure which provides indexing scheme for retrieval
is constructed by incorporating motion and color features. Since
tensor histogram offers good compromise between retrieval ef-
fectiveness and speed efficiency, it is utilized as motion fea-
tures. In addition, based on the experimental results indicated
in Table VI, we use only one-quarter of horizontal and vertical
slices, instead of the whole image volume, for motion feature
computation. Besides clustering, the fundamental difference be-
tween cluster-based and cluster-free retrieval is studied. The
performance of motion retrieval, color retrieval, and the integra-
tion of motion and color retrieval are compared and contrasted.

For clustering algorithms, basically they can be grouped into
two categories: partitional and hierarchical [12]. Hanjalic and
Zhang [8] have introduced a partitional clustering of video data
by utilizing the color features of selected keyframes. Here, we
introduce a two-level hierarchical clustering algorithm by inte-
grating both color and motion features. The proposed clustering
algorithm is unsupervised, the number of clusters is determined
automatically by the cluster validity analysis [12]. Supervised
version of clustering algorithms by Hidden Markov Models can
be found in [11], [22], and by decision rules can be found in
[25].

A. Feature Extraction

We present methods to extract motion and color features di-
rectly from shots. Both motion and color features are repre-
sented as histograms, since this representation is effective and
inexpensive for clustering and retrieval.

1) Motion Feature: Unlike previous section, motion direc-
tional information computed by structure tensor is not encoded
as we target our applications for sport activities that involve two
teams such as basketball and soccer. Motion direction in these
activities does not provide additional clue for clustering. For in-
stance, it is not useful to put players moving in different direc-
tions into distinct clusters.

With reference to (7), the quantization function is modified
to where . Since

, the motion feature is directionless and the quantized
level . The resulting feature vector length is

.
2) Color Feature: The color feature of a shot, represented as

a three-dimensional color histogram, is computed directly in the
YUV color space of its DC image sequence. A color histogram
describes the global color distribution in a shot. It is easy to com-
pute and is insensitive to small changes in viewing positions and
partial occlusion. As a feature vector for clustering and retrieval,
it is susceptible to false alarms. In our experiments, each color
channel of YUV is uniformly quantized to four bins, results in a
64 dimensional color feature vector. Each color histogram will
be further normalized by the number of frames in a shot.
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B. Hierarchical Clustering

We employ a two-level hierarchical clustering approach to
group shots with similar color and motion. The algorithm is
implemented in a top-down fashion, where color features are
utilized at the top level, while motion features are used at the
bottom level. At the top level, the color feature space is par-
titioned to clusters. At the bottom level, each cluster is
further partitioned into clusters.

1) K-Mean Algorithm: The -mean algorithm is the most
frequently used clustering algorithm due to its simplicity and
efficiency. The algorithm is employed to cluster shots at each
level of hierarchy independently. The-mean algorithm is im-
plemented as

• Step 1: Choose , , , as initial cluster centroids.
• Step 2: Classify each feature to the cluster with the

smallest distance

(15)

• Step 3: Based on the classification, update cluster cen-
troids as

(16)

where is the number of shots in cluster, and is
the th feature vector in cluster.

• Step 4: If any cluster centroid changes value, gotoStep 2;
otherwise stop.

2) Cluster Validity: The number of clusters needs to be
explicitly specified for the -mean algorithm. However, in most
cases, is not exactly known in advance. In order to find an
optimal number of clusters, we have employed the cluster va-
lidity analysis [12]. The intuition is to find clusters that min-
imize intra-cluster distance while maximize inter-cluster dis-
tance. The cluster separation measure is defined as

(17)

where

(18)

(19)

is the intra-cluster distance of cluster, while is the inter-
cluster distance of clustersand . In the experiments, the op-
timal number of clusters is selected as

(20)

In other words, the -mean algorithm is tested for
, and the one which gives the lowest

value of is chosen.

Fig. 4. When a query locates at the boundary of two classes, the retrieval
results of the cluster-based and cluster-free approach will be quite different.

C. Retrieval

Given a query represented by low-level features, motion
and color in our case, a retrieval system returns a set of items
sorting in ascending order according to their respective dis-
tances to the query. This is normally referred to as anearest
neighbor (KNN) search problem, which is actively studied
by both computational geometry and multimedia retrieval
communities. By coupling clustering issues with retrieval
problems, the clustering structure, on one hand, inherently
provides an indexing scheme for retrieval, while on the other
hand, intuitively speed up the retrieval time. We refer to this
issue as a cluster-based retrieval problem. The fundamental
difference between cluster-based and cluster-free retrieval are
illustrated in Fig. 4. Suppose a query is located at the boundary
of two classes, cluster-free retrieval will include items from
both classes, i.e., items inside the dotted circle in Fig. 4, at
the top of a ranked list. In contrast, clustered-based retrieval
compares the distance between the query and each cluster
centroid, and ranks the items whose cluster centroid is nearer
to the query at the top of a list.

1) Cluster-Based Retrieval:In a hierarchical clustering
structure, a centroid at the top level represents the color
characteristics of a cluster, while a centroid at the bottom
level represents the motion characteristics of a cluster. During
retrieval, cluster centroids at the top level of hierarchy are first
compared with the color feature of a query. A cluster with the
nearest centroid is first located. Then, its subclusters in the
bottom level are further compared with the query. The items
in one of these subclusters whose centroid is the nearest to the
motion feature of the query, are sorted in ascending order of
their distance to the query, and put accordingly at the top of a
ranked list. The retrieval is processed in a depth-first-search-like
manner, meaning that after all subclusters of the most similar
cluster are sorted, the next similar cluster is handled in the
same way. This process is repeated until the few most similar
or all clusters are visited.

2) Cluster-Free Retrieval:If a clustering structure is not
available, we can merge the ranked lists given by both motion
and color features. A straightforward way is to linearly weight
the distance measures given by both features. Denote,
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Fig. 5. Clustering result of basketball video by usingL norm as distance measure.X(Y ):X is cluster label andY is the number of shots in a cluster.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Recall and precision curves for basketball video. (a)L norm distance measure and (b)L norm distance measure.

and , as two pairs of motion and color feature vectors,
we have

(21)

where and are weights, and . To equally
weight both features, we set .

D. Experiments

To test the effectiveness of the proposed clustering and re-
trieval approach, we conduct experiments on both the basket-
ball and soccer videos. The basketball video composed of 122
shots (approximately 24 000 frames) while the soccer video is
composed of 404 shots (approximately 100 000 frames). The
tested videos are first partitioned into shots and then 2-D tensor
histograms are computed for each shot. For clustering, the mo-
tion and color features are extracted, respectively, from the 2-D
tensor histograms and image volumes of shots. In addition, the
performance of both the cluster-based and the cluster-free re-
trieval approach is investigated. For the cluster-free retrieval, we
examine also the retrieval by motion feature, retrieval by color
feature, and retrieval by both color and motion features. For all
the tested approaches, we investigate the retrieval performance
of employing norm and norm as distance measure. For
cluster-based retrieval, both clustering structures bynorm
and norm are constructed for retrieval. The retrieval perfor-
mance is evaluated in terms of recall and precision.

1) Basketball Video:Fig. 5 depicts the clustering results by
using norm as the distance measure. Shots that are nearest
to cluster centroids are shown in the figure to represent clusters.
The top level has four clusters, while the bottom level consists
of ten subclusters. By manual investigation of the clustering re-
sults, we summarize the characteristics of each cluster as fol-
lows.

• Cluster c.1 mostly consists of penalty shots, audience
scene and few close up shots.

• Clusterc.2basically consists of players from both teams.
The players can not be classified according to their teams
due to the unsegmented cluttered background. The sub-
clustersm.2.1andm.2.2contain shots with slight motion,
while the subclustersm.2.3andm.2.4consist of shots that
track players along the court. In additions, most shots in
m.2.2andm.2.4are contaminated with camera flashing.

• Clusterc.3 has mainly the FCA shots. These shots are
grouped accordingly in the subclusterm.3.1by motion
features. The subclusterm.3.2consists of four non-FCA
shots which are classified incorrectly by color features.

• Cluster c.4 consists of the logo sequence which is ap-
peared prior to the replay of slow motion sequence.

To evaluate the retrieval performance, a query set which con-
sists of 25 queries are manually picked and checked to have
good answers. They consist of close up of players from different
teams, FCA, penalty and shooting shots. Players from different
teams are placed in different classes. Similarly, players captured
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by different camera motions (e.g., track and zoom) are put in dif-
ferent classes.

Fig. 6(a) shows the recall-precision of the tested approaches
by using norm as distance measure, while Fig. 6(b) shows
the recall-precision by using norm as distance measure.
Table VII summarizes the 11-point average precision values of
various approaches. As indicated from the experimental results,
the retrieval performance based on norm distance measure
is robuster than norm. Throughout the experiments, motion
features alone give better retrieval performance compared
with color features. The retrieval performance of cluster-based
and cluster-free retrieval by motion, in general, does not
show significantly different results. Nevertheless, the merit of
cluster-based retrieval is that it offers higher precision at recall
level less than or equal to . This is generally true for almost
all the queries that we have tested. We expect this desirable
characteristic could provide a good start for relevancy feedback
mechanism [21] since users can quickly identify relevant video
clips by browsing a small set of retrieved items. At recall level
equals to , however, the performance ofcluster-based ap-
proachis generally not as good as the approach ofretrieval by
motion. This may due to the use of color feature. As indicated
in Table VII, color feature alone is not as discriminatory as
motion feature. Even when color feature is combined with
motion feature, the performance is still worse compared to the
use of motion feature alone. Integration of multiple features for
effective retrieval is still an open research issue. Our proposed
work shows that when color and motion are combined in a
hierarchical manner, certain degree of improvement is attained.

2) Soccer Video:We refer to the two soccer teams as teams
A and B respectively. The color of the audiences’ clothing is
same as the players whom they support. Fig. 7 depicts the clus-
tering results by using norm as the distance measure. Sim-
ilarly, shots that are the nearest to cluster centroids are shown
in the figure to represent clusters. The top level has six clusters,
while the bottom level consists of eleven subclusters. By manual
investigation of the clustering results, we summarize the char-
acteristics of each cluster as follows.

• Clusterc.1 mostly consists of players and audiences of
team A, coaches of both teams, referees, and shots of
players being hurt accidentally. The audiences of team A
are all clustered in the subclusterm.1.2. Meanwhile, the
player tracking shots are included in the subclusterm.1.1.

• Clusterc.2basically consists of players from both teams,
with more players from team B. Nevertheless, the cen-
troid of the subclustersm.2.1and m.2.2are the players
from team A. This is due to the fact that the background
color of these two shots is similar to the players’ clothing
in team B. This directly implies the need for foreground
and background segmentation. In clusterc.2, the audi-
ence of team B are all clustered inm.2.1. This subcluster
mainly consists of snapshots of players with slight motion.
Meanwhile, the subclusterm.2.2comprises players being
tracked in the soccer field.

• Clusterc.3 has only two shots which are shown prior to
the start of the soccer game.

TABLE VII
MEAN PRECISION OFDIFFERENT RETRIEVAL APPROACHES

FOR BASKETBALL VIDEO

• Clusterc.4 has mainly the bird view of the soccer game.
In m.4.1, the camera motion is stationary; inm.4.2, the
camera pans to the left and to the right when one team
attacks the other.

• Clusterc.5has mostly the medium shots of players passing
the ball around. The camera motion inm.5.1is stationary,
while the camera motion inm.5.2tracks the players when
ditching the ball and facing opponents.

• Clusterc.6 has one shot screening the sky. This shot is
different from others in terms of color and content.

To test the retrieval performance, a query set which consists
of 53 queries are manually picked and checked to have good an-
swers. They consist of close up of players from different teams,
bird view and medium shots, audience from different teams,
and shooting shots. Players and audience from different teams
are placed in different classes. Similarly, shots with different
camera motions are put in different classes. Thus, the effective-
ness of discriminating shots by color and motion can be exper-
imented.

Fig. 8(a) shows the recall-precision of the tested approaches
by using norm as distance measure, while Fig. 8(b) shows
the recall-precision by using norm as distance measure.
Table VIII summarizes the 11-point average precision values of
various approaches. Similar to the experiment on the basketball
video, norm is superior to norm in term of mean preci-
sion. The main results based on norm are: retrieval by both
color and motion features is constantly superior to retrieval by
either one feature; the recall of cluster-based retrieval is better
than that of cluster-free retrieval.

3) Speed Efficiency:Table IX compares the motion and
color features in term of the feature extraction time per image
frame, and the feature vector length. The DC image size is
30 44. For the basketball video (122 shots), the clustering al-
gorithm takes about 45 second to form a two-level hierarchical
structure, while for the soccer video (404 shots), the algorithm
takes approximately 380 sec (6.34 min). Table X further shows
the average retrieval speed of 400 queries by the four tested
approaches in the soccer video database. Cluster-based retrieval
approach is about two times faster than of cluster-free approach
(retrieval by motion and color features).

E. Discussion

We have presented the proposed two-level hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm, together with the cluster-based vs. cluster-free
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Fig. 7. Clustering result of soccer video by usingL norm as distance measure.X(Y ):X is cluster label andY is the number of shots in a cluster.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Recall and precision curves for soccer video. (a)L norm distance measure and (b)L norm distance measure.

TABLE VIII
MEAN PRECISION OFDIFFERENTRETRIEVAL APPROACHES FORSOCCERVIDEO

retrieval methods. Through experiments, the clustering algo-
rithm can successfully classify the content of basketball and
soccer videos. Nevertheless, it is expected that player segmen-

TABLE IX
PERFORMANCE OFMOTION AND COLOR FEATURES

(ON A PENTIUM III PLATFORM)

tation and hand-crafted domain specific knowledge will further
improve the classification results. For retrieval, cluster-based
approach in general gives slightly better results than that of
cluster-free approach.

Currently, the precision of cluster validity analysis is as-
sessed indirectly through the performance effectiveness of
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TABLE X
RETRIEVAL SPEED ON A DATABASE OF 404 SHOTS

(ON A SUN SPARC ULTRA-1 MACHINE)

cluster-based retrieval.3 We would expect satisfactory retrieval
accuracy if the precision is high. Nevertheless, if some error ex-
ists in clustering, currently there is no mechanism to get better
retrieval results. However, it is possible to correct the error
through relevancy feedback (RF) mechanism [21]. The issues
of updating cluster structure through RF will be considered by
us in future.

V. CONCLUSION

We have described the issues of clustering and retrieval for
video abstraction and browsing. We start by proposing various
methods to extract texture features from temporal slices for mo-
tion retrieval. Since tensor histogram features offer the best per-
formance, we further combine tensor histograms and color his-
tograms for clustering and retrieving of video shots. The validity
of the proposed approaches have been confirmed by extensive
and rigorous experimentations in sport video domain.

To apply the proposed methods to other video sources such
as movie and documentary films, the current works need to be
further pursued in two directions: motion segmentation and the
integration of various video features. Unlike sport videos, the
camera motion of most video sources is unrestricted. In most
cases, the camera motion reveals what to be seen, but not the
different ways of seeing events (which in turn tells the type of
events) as what happens in sport videos. Therefore, the decom-
position of camera and object motion is a preferable step prior
to feature extraction. For the feature integration, the proposed
motion and color features can be easily incorporated with other
features such as audio and textual information for a more so-
phisticated video retrieval system.

APPENDIX A
RECALL-PRECISION(RP)

RP is computed as

number of relevant shots retrieved
total number of relevant shots in database

number of relevant shots retrieved
total number of shots retrieved

Recallmeasures the ability to present all relevant items, while
precisionmeasures the ability to present only relevant items.

3It is difficult to access directly the precision of cluster validity analysis since
some shots do not belongs to any class that are interested to us (e.g., we do
no categorize shots with closeup of referees and shots with players being hurt
accidentally).

Recallandprecisionare in the interval of [0, 1]. The recall-pre-
cision curve indicates a system’s ability in ranking the relevant
items. Ideally, precision values should be equal to one across all
recall values.

APPENDIX B
AVERAGE NORMALIZED MODIFIED RETRIEVAL RANK

(ANMRR)

Let as the number of queries andas the number of items
in a database. For a query, is defined as the set of relevant
items in a database for, and as the number of items in

. Then, ANMRR is computed as

ANMRR
MRR

(22)

where

MRR

The function computes a value for an item which is
retrieved as theth most similar item to query as

if and th item

if and th item

otherwise.

The value of ANMRR will be in the range of [0.0, 1.0]. A
lower value of ANMRR indicates a higher retrieval rate. Ideally,
ANMRR if the relevant items of all queries are appeared at
the top of rank lists.
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